
Federal Deficits and 
Real Interest Rates: 
Theory and Evidence 

An analysis of real interest rates 
and deficits suggests that, when 
deficits have been adjusted for 
expected inflation, other influences 
also play a role in determining 
real interest rates. 

W h y did real interest rates rise so high in 1982? 
Many answers have been offered to this question, 
but the commonest explanation on Wall Street 
attr ibutes high real rates to large current and 
expected federal government deficits. 

New statistics presented in this article tend to 
argue that deficits in themselves have not been a 
critical factor in high real interest rates, a conclusion 
consistent w i th empirical findings reported in 
the August 1982 Economic Review.1 

If budget deficits affect real interest rates, real 
deficits (the dollar deficit minus the amount 
attr ibutable to inflation) wou ld be the causal 
factor. However, after averaging the data for full 
peak-to-peak business cycles to eliminate cyclical 
influences, we found no strong historical associa-
tions between real interest rates and real deficits. 

THEORY: Deficits, Real Interest Rates, 
and Aggregate Demand 

When the federal government spends more 
than it collects in taxes, it must finance the 
deficit either by selling securities or issuing 
base money. Deficits can affect total demand, 

'Gerald P. Dwyer, Jr. "Is Inflation a Consequence of Government Deficits," 
Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta Economic Review (August 1982), 25-32. 

real interest rates, and inflat ion both directly 
and indirectly. An increase in government spend-
ing or a decrease in taxes both tend to increase 
demand for consumption and investment goods 
directly. 

This effect is partly offset by the increased 
supply of government securities to f inance the 
deficit. The increased supply tends to increase 
real interest rates, and private spending that is 
sensitive to interest rates may be c rowded out. 
Such financial crowding out is moderated because 
the incentive to economize on money holdings 
helps f inance the def ic i t by increasing the 
supply of credit. Higher real interest rates also 
attract foreign investment and retard foreign 
borrowing, which further moderate the extent of 
domestic crowding out. 

A federal budget deficit may increase demand 
indirectly insofar as it is associated wi th an 
expansionary monetary policy. If the Federal 
Reserve buys government securities when there 
is a deficit, it issues "base money," which 
enables the private sector to increase demand 
for goods (the real balance effect) and the 
supply of money (the money mul t ip l ier effect). 
But even though the government is selling 
securities to f inance a deficit, the Federal 
Reserve need not buy any and thus need not 
increase base money. 
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? 

Thus, deficits can increase aggregate demand 
directly unless private sector demands are fully 
crowded out by a rise in real interest rates. 
Deficits can increase aggregate demand indi-

J rectly to the extent that rising interest rates 
induce increases in the supply of base money 
generated by Federal Reserve open market 

i purchases of government securities. 

V 

Errors in Inflationary 
Expectations and 

> Real Interest Rates 
Persistent deficits and persistent increases in 

base money to finance them lead to persistent 
increases in aggregate demand and thus to 

„ inflation and high nominal interest rates. People 
protect themselves from persistent inflation by 
incorporating their expectations in financial con-
tracts. But if these expectations are wrong, 
both real output and real interest rates would be 

v affected. If inflation turns out to be less than 
expected, too much of an inflation premium 
would have been incorporated in nominal 
interest rates, forcing actual real interest rates 
higher than normal. As a consequence, real 

^ demand and real ou tput wou ld be lower than 
normal. That is a major waste associated wi th 
errors in expectations of inflation. 

Even if the expectations are satisfied, inflation 
in itself has consequences insofar as real re-
sources are wasted in order to economize on 
base money, which costs virtually nothing to 
produce. Base money has a useful funct ion as a 

r. medium of exchange. But since it pays zero 
nominal interest, real holdings of it wou ld tend 
to fall because of high nominal interest rates 
associated wi th high inflation rates. In general, 
markets simply cannot adjust to incorporate 

A inflation because the government does not 
inflation-proof base money and taxes; thus, 
even fully anticipated inflation can distort real 
output and real interest rates. 

Deficits, Inflation Uncertainty, 
• and the Credibility 
t of Monetary Policy 

In the real world, uncertainties generally 
prevent the publ ic from anticipating correctly 

^ the inflationary consequences of an increase in 
a federal deficit. If inflation is underanticipated, 

* 

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK O F ATLANTA 

then real interest rates fall and real output rises 
above natural rates. If inflation is over-anticipated, 
real interest rates rise and real ou tput falls: 
unduly high real rates crowd out more than 
enough interest sensitive private spending to 
offset the increased spending related to the 
deficit. 

Why might the publ ic have anticipated in-
correctly the inflation accountable to monetary 
growth and federal deficits in 1981 and 1982? 
Expectations may have been based on the 
historical relationship between deficits and 
inflation, but then, because of a change in the 
conduct of monetary policy, that relationship 
may no longer have held. Large federal deficits 
in wart ime and in the last decade were in fact 
l inked to accelerating monetary growth, aggre-
gate demand, and inflation. The publ ic might 

The substantial decline in interest rates 
in the last quarter of 1982 offered 

support for the theory that markets 
finally had been convinced that inflation 

need not accompany federal deficits. 

have become condi t ioned to expect monetary 
growth and inflation to accompany large federal 
deficits even though the experience of 1981 
and 1982 demonstrated that there is no neces-
sary association.2 The consequence of the mar-
kets' misperception is that real interest rates 
and real output wi l l deviate from their natural 
levels either until markets are convinced by 
anti-inflationary policies or unti l expected in-
flation is validated by sufficiently expansionary 
policies. 

By announcing reduced monetary growth 
targets in 1981 and 1982, the Federal Reserve 
indicated it was planning to reverse the previous 
pattern that had allowed accelerated monetary 
growth to accompany deficits. But markets 
rema ined skept ica l t h rough much of 1982, 

2There is no necessary association between deficits and inflation. In the 
United States in the 1930s and in Germany and Japan in recent years, large 
deficits were not associated with high inflation when monetary growth was 
not accelerated in response to def ic i ts Thus, large defici ts haven't always 
caused inflation. At the turn of the century there were world-wide inflation 
and substantial monetary growth due to gold discoveries. There were 
essentially no deficits. 
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thereby keeping inflationary expectations too 
high, real interest rates above their natural 
levels, and real output below its natural level. 
The substantial decline in interest rates in the 
last quarter of 1982 offered support for the 
theory that markets finally had been convinced 
that inflation need not accompany federal 
deficits. 

Real Deficits and Real 
Interest Rates 

Related to crowding out is the issue of 
deflating the federal deficit for expected inflation. 
This is important but is often overlooked in 
commentary about the effect of prospective 
budget deficits in crowding out private spend-
ing. 

Assume that the inflation rate is 10 percent, 
the nominal interest rate on the federal debt is 
13 percent, the outstanding federal debt is 
$1,000 billion, and the deficit $100 billion. By 
implication the real interest rate is 3 percent— 
the 13 percent nominal rate less the 10 percent 
inflation rate. If inflation were zero, the interest 
cost of the debt would be $30 billion. But given 
10 percent inflation and a 13 percent nominal 
interest rate, interest on the debt is $130 
billion. In this example, the $100 bill ion deficit 
is entirely accountable to the inflation premium. 
The real deficit is zero because the 10 percent 
increase in the federal debt matches the inflation 
rate, so the real value of the federal debt 
remains unchanged. 

We can approach the real deficit f rom the 
other side of the market. Consider a holder of a 
$10,000 federal security that pays $1,300 a 
year in interest. Since inflation is 10 percent, 
$1,000 of the interest return is compensation 
for depreciation in the nominal value of the 
security due to inflation. Only $300 is real 
interest. To maintain the real value of his or her 
holdings, the investor would have to reinvest 
the $1,000 of inflation-induced interest in 
federal securities. For all holders of federal 
securities to maintain the real value of their 
holdings in this example, they would need to 
buy an additional $100 billion, an amount 
precisely equal to the deficit. Thus, there is no 
financial crowding out of private spending 
accountable to the $100 billion deficit because 
the real deficit was zero. Only real deficits can 
crowd out private spending. 

Through much of 1982, nominal interest 
rates may have included an excessively large 
inflation premium. But even an excessive in-
flation premium is self-financing as long as 
holders of federal securities reinvest interest 
accountable to the inflation premium in federal 
securities. Thus, real deficits crowd out private 
spending because of rising interest rates or 
inflation; but private spending is not crowded 
out by deficits that result f rom federal interest 
payments accountable to inflation premiums 
in nominal interest rates.3 

Crowding Out or Crowding In? 
Government-issued bonds that bear no de-

fault risk are in that respect like government-
issued (base) money.4 However, bonds are not 
base money: they are not used to make pay-
ments or to satisfy bank reserve requirements. 

The issue of deflating the federal deficit 
for expected inflation . . . is often 

overlooked in commentary about the 
effect of prospective budget deficits in 

crowding out private spending. 

The implication that government bonds are to 
some extent like money affects the degree to 
which government deficits crowd out private 
spending.5 If government bonds are closer 
substitutes for money than for real capital, an 
increased supply of bonds to finance a govern-
ment deficit functions partly as an increase in 

3The necessity to adjust the federal debt account for inflation premiums in 
interest payments on the government debt is exposited in Adrian Throop's 
"Inflation Premiums, Budget Deficits," Federal Reserve Bank of San 
Francisco Weekly Letter, March 14, 1980 and "Gauging Fiscal Policy: II," 
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco Weekly Letter, January 16, 1981 
and formulated analytically in Robert J.Barro, "On the Determination of the 
Public Debt," Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 87, No. 5, Pt. 1 (October 
1979), 940-71. 

"James Tobin. "An Essay on Principles of Debt Management," Fiscal and 
Debt M a n a g e m e n t Policies, Commiss ion on Money and Credit. 
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963. 

5Mart in Feldstein. "Fiscal Policies, Inflation, and Capital Formation," 
American Economic Review (September 1980), 636-50. Benjamin M. 
Friedman, "Crowding Out or Crowding In? Economic Consequences of 
Financing Government Deficits," Brookings Papers on Economic 
Activity (1978), 593-654. V. Vance Roley. "The Financing of Federal 
Deficits: An Analysis of Crowding Out," Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas 
City Economic Review (July-August 1981), 16-29. 
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money. Rather than crowding out private spend-
ing, it raises weal th and commod i t y demands, 
" c rowd ing in" private spending. On the other 
hand, if government securities are closer sub-
stitutes for real capital than for money, an 
increased supply of bonds to f inance a deficit 
wou ld c rowd out private investment and thus 
moderate the increase in commod i t y demands 
and the pr ice level. Clearly there is no straight 
forward theoret ical hypothesis about the in-
f luence of deficits on aggregate demand and 
the price level. 

Savings and Investment 
and Real Interest Rates 

The convent ional w isdom is that deficits 
raise real interest rates. The quest ion is, how 
much? The effect of real deficits on real interest 
rates wou ld be moderated depend ing on the 
responsiveness of private saving and invest-
ment to interest rates. Suppose, as Frank Knight 
believed,6 that the fu l l -employment real rate of 
interest is de te rmined by the product iv i ty of 
investment wh ich is considered to depend 
purely on technical factors in produc ing invest-
ment or consumpt ion goods and to be inde-
pendent of investment. The analysis applies to 
a situation where inflationary expectat ions are 
satisfied so that neither real ou tpu t nor real 
interest rates deviate f rom natural levels. If the 
real interest rate is de te rmined solely by the 
product iv i ty of investment, an increase in the 
government def ic i t wou ld cause investment to 
fall by a matching amount . There wou ld be full 
crowding out wi thout an increase in real interest 
rates. Private investment demand is assumed 
to be so hypersensit ive to interest rates that it 
gives way to any other change in demand and 
thus acts as a residual ful ly absorbing a federal 
deficit or a shift in demand f rom any other 
source. 

The convent ional v iew as espoused by Irving 
Fisher7 is that both saving and investment 
inf luence the determinat ion of real interest 
rates. Accordingly, a def ic i t can be f inanced 
partly by increased private saving and partly by 
decreased private investment. Wi th in this Fish-
erian credit market, if saving were perfect ly 

6Frank H. Knight. "Interest, " Ethics of Competit ion. New York: The 
Macmillan Co., 1930. 

' I rving Fisher. Theory of Interest. New York: The Macmil lan Co., 1930. 

elastic w i t h respect to the real interest rates a 
def ic i t wou ld not c rowd out any investment 
but wou ld be matched fully by increased saving, 
thus crowding out consumption spending. How-
ever, if investment and saving are not hypersen-
sitive to interest rates, the impl icat ion is that a 
deficit wou ld increase the natural real interest 
rate. It w o u l d increase more, the less interest 
sensitive are the demand for investment and 
supply of saving in the economy. Thus, the 
more real c rowding out there is in response to a 
deficit, the less real interest rates wou ld have 
to increase. 

EVIDENCE 
Real Interest Rates and Real Deficits 

W e wou ld expect that if real interest rates are 
af fected by budget deficits at all, they wou ld be 
af fected by real deficits (see Box). A real interest 
rate is a nominal interest rate less expected 
inflation.8 The real def ic i t is the dollar def ic i t less 
the amount at t r ibutable to inf lat ion premiums in 
f inancing government debt.9 Theoretically, w e 
wou ld expect real interest rates to vary w i th 
changes in investment oppor tun i t ies and saving 
propensit ies and the real government deficit after 
accounting for inflationary expectations. A higher 
real def ic i t w o u l d be like an increase in the 
demand for investment or a reduct ion in the 
supply of saving in raising real interest rates. 

H o w much are real interest rates affected by 
real deficits? W e can est imate the relat ionship 
between particular real interest rates and the real 
deficit .10 Since there is cyclical variation in all of 

(continued on p. 26) 

"Strictly speaking a real interest rate represents the real return on an 
investment. If PE is the expected annual inflation rate then the expected 
level of prices a year hence is expected to be 1 + PE. Consider a $1 bond 
that promises to return (1 + N) in a year, the real value of wh ich is (1 + N)/ 
(1 + PE) per dollar invested. Thus 1 + R = (1 + N)/(1 + PE) where Ft is the 
real rate of interest. The real rate R is approximated by subtract ing the 
expected inflation rate from the nominal interest rate. R = N - PE. 

'Government Spending - Taxes = Nominal Deficit. Real Deficit = (Nominal 
Deficit - PE (Government Debt)) /GNP Deflator. The real deficit is the 
change in the government debt in real terms. 

•or - PE = Constant + f ( DEF-PE(DEBT) 
YF 

R = Moody's Aaa Corporate Bond Rate or 3-month Treasury Bill 
Rate 

PE = Expected Inflation 
DEF = Federal Deficit 
DEBT = Federal Net Debt (Public Debt less holdings of Federal Agencies 

and Federal Reserve Banks) 
YF = Nominal High Employment GNP 
This real deficit measure is comparable with the alternative measure 
discussed in James R. Barth and Stephen O. Morrell, "A Primer on Budget 
Deficits," Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta Economic Review (August 
1982), 6-17. Almost identical results were obtained when the deficit was 
divided by nominal GNP or by the nominal value of the real GNP trend or 
when the deficit was also adjusted for changes in the depreciat ion of fiat 
money 
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Table 1. Underlying Causes of Inflation (1953 -1980 ) 

Contribution 
Estimated to Average 

Average Weight Inflation 
(Percent) (Percent) 

Trend Spending Growth 1 2.426 2.4 
M1 Monetary Growth 4.3 1.039 4.5 
High Employment Government Spending 7.69 - 0 . 0 0 0 3 0.0 

Growth 
Exports Growth 10.56 0.024 0.3 

Spending Growth 7.24 1.000 7.2 
High Employment Output Growth 3.33 - 1 . 0 0 0 - 3 . 3 
Import Price Inflation 4.74 0.027 .1 

High Employment Output Growth Adjusted - 3 . 2 
for Import Price Deflation 

Demand Pressure (Level)3 1.59 0.034 .1 

Inflation 4.1 

a Demand pressure is def ined as the dif ference between the level of estimated real demand and high employment output, both in logarithms. The 
level and growth rate of high employment output were adjusted to incorporate effects of factors est imated to offset inflation autonomously, such 
as import prices. About four-fifths of the variation in inflation was accountable to these underlying factors. 

Note: Mary Byrd Nance, a research associate at the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, assisted in making these calculations. 

Monetary Growth and 
Inflationary Expectations 
Since real interest is defined as a nominal interest rate 
less expected inflation, the latter is an important ele-
ment in the analysis of factors determining real rates. 
This section discusses the calculation of expected 
inflation used in empirical tests reported later in the 
article. 

The GNP deflator represents the general price level 
of all goods and services included in the Gross National 
Product—total consumption, investment, government, 
and net foreign spending on U.S. goods and services. 
Inflation, defined here as the rate of change in the level 
of this price index, results from growth in aggregate 
demand—that is, spending relative to growth in aggre-
gate supply, or high employment real output. Over the 
period 1953-1980 as recorded in Table 1, high employ-
ment real output growth averaged 3.3 percent a year. 
Spending growth averaged 7.2 percent a year. Thus the 
difference between spending growth and high employ-
ment real output growth accounts for a 3.9 percent 
average inflation rate over 1953-80, nearly all of the 
actual 4.1 percent average inflation. 

The remainder stems from two factors. The first is 
demand pressure, which varies substantially over the 
business cycle, contributing to cyclical increases and 
decreases in the inflation rate, but only 0.1 percent to 
average inflation. The second is import price inflation 
which, though important in 1974-75 and again in 1979-
80, contributed only 0.1 percent to average inflation 
over 1953-1980. 

What mainly accounted for average inflation and for 
accelerating inflation in the 1970s was spending growth, 
attributed (to a dominating extent statistically) to M1 
(cash and checking account deposits) growth. This 
attribution is based on an estimated association between 
spending growth and four explanatory factors: trend 
spending growth, which accounted for an annual in-
crease in spending of 2.4 percent; M1 growth, for 4.5 
percent; and exports growth, for 0.3 percent.12 Only 
about half of the variation in spending growth is explained 

by these factors. Nevertheless, M1 growth is the single 
most important, identifiable, and controllable factorthat 
affects spending growth. A 1 percent change in M1 
growth changes spending growth by an average of 
approximately 1 percent. 

The evidence clearly shows that variation in nominal 
spending growth, not real growth, is the major factor 
explaining inflation. Real growth declined from about 4 
percent in the 1960s to about 3 percent in the 1970s 
and early 1980s. Thus it accounted for only about one 
percentage point of recent inflation. The balance, about 
9 percent in 1980, is accountable to demand growth 
and it in turn is systematically related to M1 growth. 

Having established the historical link between mone-
tary growth and inflation, we may hypothesize that 
people would use such information in formulating infla-
tionary expectations. A footnote shows the form of 
an estimated quarterly GNP growth equation for 1963-
1981.13 An equation was estimated for the sample 
period 1953-1962 which was then used to "forecast" 
GNP growth in 1963 based on observed values of the 
specified underlying determinants of GNP growth. Fore-
casted GNP growth less high employment GNP growth 
represents a sustainable inflation rate if expectations 
are correct. But because of costs of getting information 
about individual markets and costs of adjusting prices, it 
takes time for a change in sustainable inflation to affect 
actual inflation. To capture the dynamics of this adjust-
ment, actual inflation was estimated as a function of 
current and lagged values of sustainable inflation. 

Current inflation was also specified to be affected by 
import price inflation. Expected inflation in 1963 then 
was taken as the forecasted inflation based on the 

• observed relationship between inflation and the under-
lying relationship estimate for 1953-1962 and given 
values of the explanatory variables in 1963.14 This 
procedure was repeated for 1964 based on the record 
of 1953-63 and so on through to 1981. The expected 
inflation rates so calculated are shown alongside actual 
inflation in Table 2. Inflation expectations by this measure 
were too low on the average but by only 0.1 percentage 
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Table 2. Inflation and Expected Inflation, Quarterly, 1 9 6 3 - 8 1 

Year/ 
Quar. 

P PE Error RMSE Year/ 
Quar. 

P PE Error RMSE 

1963: 1 .463 .953 - . 4 8 9 1973:1 1.350 1.485 - . 1 3 5 
2 .070 .455 - . 3 8 5 2 1.705 1.441 .264 
3 .280 .688 - . 4 0 8 3 1.658 1.793 - . 1 3 5 
4 .709 .561 .148 .380 4 2.064 1.673 .391 .255 

1964: 1 .263 .476 - . 2 1 3 1974: 1 1.770 1.275 .495 
2 .290 .302 - . 0 1 2 2 2.438 2.048 .390 
3 .550 .476 .074 3 2.553 2.935 - . 3 8 3 
4 .260 .475 - . 2 1 5 .156 4 2.824 2.563 .261 .391 

1965: 1 .830 .297 .533 1975: 1 2.543 1.471 1.07 
2 .487 .446 .041 2 1.256 1.338 - . 0 8 2 
3 .578 .459 .120 3 1.771 1.278 .493 
4 .535 .410 .125 .281 4 1.803 1.258 .544 .651 

1966: 1 .996 .475 .521 1976: 1 .898 1.503 - . 6 0 6 
2 1.143 .683 .460 2 .904 1.399 - . 4 9 5 
3 .534 .495 .039 3 1.198 1.116 .083 
4 .982 .460 .522 .435 4 1.563 1.149 .215 .408 

1967: 1 .641 .680 - . 0 3 9 1977: 1 1.393 1.810 - . 4 1 7 
2 .357 .626 - . 2 6 8 2 1.648 1.534 .114 
3 .951 .625 .326 3 1.316 1.590 - . 2 7 4 
4 1.066 .727 .340 .272 4 1.523 1.739 - . 2 1 6 .278 

1968: 1 1.265 .794 .471 1978: 1 1.404 1.494 - . 0 9 0 
2 1.213 .690 .523 2 2.521 1.455 1.07 
3 .849 1.098 - . 2 4 9 3 1.860 1.351 .509 
4 1.379 .924 .455 .437 4 2.330 1.303 1.03 .784 

1969: 1 1.160 1.145 .015 1979: 1 2.025 1.481 .544 
2 1.321 .998 .324 2 1.885 1.663 .222 
3 1.602 1.156 .445 3 1.881 1.773 .108 
4 1.283 1.145 .138 .284 4 1.954 1.940 .014 .299 

1970: 1 1.423 .950 .473 1980: 1 2.220 2.236 - . 0 1 5 
2 1.304 1.157 .147 2 2.338 2.277 .060 
3 .788 1.034 - . 2 4 6 3 2.201 2.038 .163 
4 1.342 .567 - . 7 7 5 .476 4 2.551 2.139 .412 .224 

1971: 1 1.462 1.210 .251 1981: 1 2.328 1.843 .485 
2 1.368 1.228 .140 2 1.540 1.808 - . 2 6 8 
3 .853 1.072 - . 2 1 9 3 2.354 2.192 .162 .334 
4 .897 1.476 - . 5 7 9 .341 

1972: 1 1.356 1.635 - . 2 7 8 Average Error 1963-81 .088 
2 .707 1.358 - . 6 5 1 
3 .831 1.576 - . 7 4 5 
4 1.279 1.517 - . 2 3 8 .528 

RMSE=Root mean square error. P=GNP Deflator. PE=Expected inflation. 

Note: Yoen-Seung Chung, an Ohio State University economics graduate student provided research assistance in making these calculations 

points annually. It is clear that inflationary bursts such 
as those recorded in 1974-75 and 1978-80 were not 
fully anticipated, nor were the rare disinflationary periods 
such as 1976. The procedure errs substantially in the 
last half of 1971 through early 1973 when wage-price 
controls were in ef fect Nevertheless, over70 percent of 
the variation in inflation was explained by the factors 
used to calculate expected inflation. A one percentage 
point increase in expected inflation was on the average 
associated with a 0.99 percent increase in actual 
inflation. 

"Wi l l iam G. Dewald, "How Fast Does Inflation Adjust to Its Underlying 
Determinants?" Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Proceedings of 
Fifth West Coast Academic/Federal Reserve Economic Research 
Seminar, December 1981, 221-239. 

3 3 
X 2 ,3Y = constant + ¡ = 0 m jM t . i + ¡ = q gjG(. j + eQE t 

where Y = GNP 
M = M1 
G = High Employment Federal Government Spending 
E = Exports. 

All variables are logari thmic first dif ferences and are interpreted as percent 
changes. The equation fit the entire data set wel l and also several 
preliminary years, and was thus used uniformly for each year. 

, 4 P = constant + ¡J, Pj (YE-XF),., + j j 0 W | W H 

P = GNP Deflator 
YE = Forecasted Y (level) 
XF = High Employment Real Output (level) 
W = Import Price Index 
P and W are logarithmic first differences. 
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Table 3. Cycle Average Real Interest Rates and Deficits 
1953:Q3 - 1981 :Q3 (Percent) 

Peak to 
Peak 
Cycles 

1 9 5 3 : Q 3 -
1957:Q3 

1957:Q3— 
1960:Q2 

1960:Q2— 
1969:Q4 

1969:Q4 
1973:Q4 

1973:Q4— 
1980:Q1 

1980:Q1 — 
1981:Q3 

Real Interest Rates 
Long Terma Short Termb 

Expected0 Actual Expected0 Actual Did 

Real Deficits 

D2e D1 Af 

1.012 

2.064 

2.695 

2.266 

2.243 

4.527 

0.788 

2.187 

2.369 

2.417 

1.381 

3.648 

- 0 . 1 2 8 

0.829 

1.622 

0.294 

0.502 

4.736 

- 0 . 3 1 9 

1 . 1 1 2 

1.226 

0.361 

- 0 . 3 2 0 

4.008 

- 0 . 3 4 2 

0.363 

0.145 

0.815 

1.487 

1.320 

-0 .380 

0.332 

0.110 

0.732 

1.396 

1.220 

- 0 . 3 6 3 

0.375 

0.125 

0 .824 

1.428 

1.253 

a Moody 's Aaa Corporate Bond Rate. 
b 9 0 Day Treasury Bill Rate. 
c Real rates def ined as nominal rates less expected inflation as calculated from William G. Dewald, "How Fast Does Inflation Adjust to Its 

Underlying Determinants?," Federal Reserve Bankof San Francisco Fall Academic Conference 1981. Expected inflation was projected forward 
one quarter in calculating real short term rates and indefinitely in calculating real long term rates. 

d D 1 - adjusts the nominal deficit for potential output growth and expected inflation which is presumed to depreciate the real value of 
government debt. 

e D 2 - further adjusts the deficit for expected depreciat ion in the value of fiat money issued by the government. 
fD1A - uses actual inflation in the calculation of D1. 
D 1 = DEF—PE(DEBT) D 2 = D E F - P E (DEBT + FIAT) 

Y F ~ ~~ YF 
DEF = National Income Accounts Deficit 
PE = Expected inflation 

DEBT = Federal Public Debt less holdings of Federal Reserve Banks and Agencies. 

YF = High Employment GNP 
FIAT = Federal Reserve Holdings of U.S. Government Securit ies plus Treasury Currency Outstanding less Treasury Cash Holdings less 

Treasury Deposits with Federal Reserve Banks. 

these variables, data were averaged for full peak-
to-peak business cycles to wash out cyclical 
influences. W i th these data the focus is on longer 
term fundamentals rather than the shorter term 
business cycle pattern. Cycle averages of both 
long and short-term real interest rates and real 
deficits relative to high employment GN P appear in 
Table 3. Chart 1 shows the Aaa bond rate, the 
corresponding real rate based on calculated ex-
pected inflation and the real deficit quarterly 
1953-1980.11 

These data show no strong association bet-
ween real interest rates and real deficits as 
measured. Real interest rates in the first quarter of 

1 ' Expected inflation for 1952-1962 was simply estimated for that period from 
the equation in footnote 14. 

1980 through the thi rd quarter of 1981 were very 
high relative to earlier periods, but the real deficit 
was about the same as in the preceding cycle. 
The largest relative real def ic i t over the sample 
period was in the second quarter of 1975 when 
the Ford administration's tax rebate occurred at a 
t ime when inflationary expectations were still 
reflecting inflation of the previous year. Except 
for the most recent cycle, when the long term 
real interest rate averaged 4.5 percent, it hovered 
generally in the 2 to 3 percent range. The short-
term real rate was much more variable but was 
also comparat ively low unti l it rose to 4.7 percent 
in the most recent cycle. The relative real def ic i t 
was less than one-third of 1 percent through the 
1960s, then j u m p e d to 0.8 percent in the early 
1970s and further to 1.4 in the remainder of the 
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Chart 1. Real Interest Rates and Real Deficits 

Percent 

1970s and early 1980s. This evidence tends to 
refute the conventional wisdom that attributes 
the high level of real interest rates in 1982 to 
deficits. The comparatively high real deficit over 
1973:1V-1980:1 was not accompanied by com-
paratively high real interest rates. 

Regression results using either the cycle-average 
data or quarterly data, further show little associa-
t ion between real interest rates and real deficits. 

These data show no strong historical 
association between real interest rates 

and real deficits. 

Using quarterly data, we estimated a statistically 
significant but small effect of real deficits (D) on 
long-term (L) but not short-term (S) real interest 
rates (see Table 4). These results must be ques-
tioned. Not only does the relationship not hold 
for the short-term real rate, but also it may be 

biased by cyclical movements in the variables. 
The effect of the business cycle can be averaged 
out of the data. Using such cyclical average data as 
reported in Table 5, we est imated a positive 
relationship for both the long and short-term real 
rates, but the relationship was insignificant for 
the short rate and only marginally significant for 
the long rate. If real rates and the defici t are 
def ined after the fact based on actual inflation, 
the real deficit is estimated not to affect either 
long or short rates significantly. It is somewhat 
reassuring that a percentage increase in the real 
deficit relative to GNP was est imated to have 
nearly the same one percentage point effect on 
both long and short-term real rates. One might 
nevertheless question the results because they 
are not very robust with respect to small changes in 
the sample period and in the definit ions of the 
variables. Furthermore, only a fraction of the 
variation in real interest rates can be explained, 
suggesting that the results are biased because of 
variables left out of the analysis. 

In any event, these empirical results indicate 
that a one percentage point increase in the 
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Table 4 . Quarterly Real Interest Rates and Deficits 
1953:Q3 - 1981 :Q3 

Constant 

Lagged 
Dependent 
Variable D1 D2 D1A 

—2 
R 

(SE) 
F 

(DW) 

Long Term 
Rate L 0.831 

(4.27) 
0.612 

(8.12) 
0.184 

(2.31) 
0.433 

(1.076) 
43.753 
(1.890) 

0.842 
(4.34) 

0.610 
(8.10) 

0 .192 
(2.41) 

0.435 
(1.074) 

44 .144 
(1.885) 

1.068 
(4.99) 

0.374 
(4.35) 

0.360 
(3.44) 

0.251 
(1.450) 

19.798 
(1.975) 

Short Term 
Rate S 0.389 

(2.62) 
0.758 

(11.40) 
- 0 . 1 8 2 a 

( - 1 .96 ) 
0.543 

(1.303) 
67.630 
(1.978) 

0.382 
(2.61) 

0.759 
(11.43) 

- 0 . 1 8 8 a 

( -2 .02 ) 
0 .544 

(1.301) 
67.902 
(1.977) 

0.430 
(2.49) 

0.558 
(6.65) 

—0.200a 

( - 1 .75 ) 
0.284 

(1.625) 
23.186 
(2.055) 

aThese theoretically "wrong" signs result from deficits tending to rise during recessions when short term interest rates fall. Long term interest 
rates generally show much less cyclical variability than short rates, but in both cases the cycle average data are considered to be a more reliable 
reflection of the link between deficits and real interest rates. 

Note: Roger Lagunoff, an Ohio State University student, assisted in making these calculations. 

Table 5 . Cycle Average Real Interest Rates and Deficits 
1 9 5 3 : Q 3 - 1 9 8 1 : Q 3 a 

Constant D1 D2 D1A 

—2 
R 

(SE) 
F 

(DW) 

Long Term 
Rate L 1.809 

(3.19) 
1.043 

(1.66) 
0.259 

(0.994) 
2.752 

(2.197) 

1.852 
(3.36) 

1.084 
(1.65) 

0.257 
(0.995) 

2.730 
(2.204) 

1.721 
(3.14) 

0.677 
(1.08) 

0 .032 
(0.965) 

1.165 
(2.387) 

Short Term 
Rate S 0.587 

(0.58) 
1.145 

(1.02) 
0 .009 

(1.771) 
1.044 

(2.025) 

0.635 
(0.65) 

1.187 
(1.02) 

0.006 
(1.773) 

1.032 
(2.026) 

0.533 
(0.55) 

0.789 
(0.71) 

- 0 . 1 0 9 
(1.698) 

0.510 
(2.091) 

aThere were 6 complete peak to peak cycles 1953-1981 and thus 6 observations used to calculate these regressions. If the 1980:Q1 - 1 9 8 1 :Q3 
observation is deleted, there is uniformly no significant association between real rates and deficits for any of the definit ions. 
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relative real def ic i t wou ld increase real interest 
rates by one percentage point. When the relative 
real deficit is about 1 to 1.5 percent as in 1981-
1982, it could account for only about 1 to 1.5 
percentage points of the real rates. 

CONCLUSION 
To what then can we at t r ibute real rates of 6 

percent and higher as in 1981 and 1982? It seems 
reasonable to at t r ibute high real rates to much 
higher and particularly much more variable infla-
t ionary expectat ions than normal. W h e n market 
participants' expectat ions are changed, as they 
apparently were in August, real interest rates 
come down. Second, high real rates may be 
at t r ibuted to uncertainty about future inflation. 

To the extent that monetary growth is an important 
factor beh ind inflat ion and high nominal interest 
rates, then uncertainty about future monetary 
growth, whether or not related to deficits, is an 
important factor beh ind inf lat ion uncertainty. 
Third, high real rates may be explained in terms 
of a variety of other credit market factors, such as 
the subsidy of credit demand by favorable tax 
t reatment of interest costs, increased credit de-
mand f rom foreign borrowings, and the supply of 
credit being l imi ted because of a spend-now-
pay-later a t t i tude by not only government and 
business but also consumers. These and other 
factors offer a more promising explanat ion of 
high real interest rates than budget deficits, 
which have been found to account for very l i t t le 
of recent high real interest rates. 

—William G. Dewald 

" D e w a l d is p r o f e s s o r o f e c o n o m i c s at O h i o Sta te U n i v e r s i t y a n d e d i t o r o f t h e 
Journa l o f M o n e y , C r e d i t a n d Bank ing . Th is m a t e r i a l w a s p r e s e n t e d t o a n A t l a n t a 
F e d resea rch s e m i n a r in t h e fa l l o f 1 9 8 2 . 
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